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UK: STILL STRONG CONSTRUCTION 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
 Construction PMI, 

October 

Latest 61.4 

Previous 64.2 

Consensus 63.5 

 
Still strong construction. The construction PMI fell to 61.4 in October from 64.2 in September, well below consensus of 
63.5, as the softer housing market fed through to a weaker housebuilding expansion, leaving commercial activity as the 
fastest growing sector. That being said, the PMI is well above its long-run average of 54.5 and not far off the average of 62.5 
recorded so far this year, so it continues to signal very strong construction growth. For the economy as a whole, strong 
domestic momentum seems to be offsetting the weaker demand from abroad evident in the manufacturing PMI for now.  
 
Reasons for caution about UK growth over the next few months. Anecdotal reports of delays to new construction 
contracts from today’s PMI release along with the weakest gain in new business since May suggests the need for some cau-
tion in the near-term, as the manufacturing slowdown driven by geopolitical tensions could be spreading a little to UK 
firms’ confidence. Moreover, the forthcoming general election, and the building political noise now, is creating uncertainty 
that could weigh a little on firms’ sentiment in the coming months.  
 
Notwithstanding the weaker construction pipeline and reasons for caution, any economy wide slowdown in the 
should be mild and temporary. Tomorrow’s PMI for the dominant service sector will give a better read on that, but yes-
terday’s manufacturing PMI suggests the drag from geopolitical tensions may be beginning to ease a little, or at least is not 
getting any worse. Consumer confidence remains strong while falling petrol and food prices, along with a reprieve on rate 
hikes for the next six months or so, should help domestic spending keep ploughing ahead. We look for GDP growth to 
slow a touch to 0.6% qoq in Q4 and then pick up again to 0.8% qoq by the third quarter of next year, giving a forecast of 
3.0% growth for this year as a whole and a 2.8% expansion for next year. 
 
UK Construction PMI 
 
 OCT SEP AUG JUL JUN MAY 

Construction PMI 61.4 64.2 64.0 62.4 62.6 60.0 

 
Source: Markit 
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